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Recover deleted files

Scenario 1

Two files had been deleted (ie sent to the Recycle bin) then subsequently removed form the Recycle 
bin and I want to recover them.

This is one way to recover files.

The software is free and can be got from - http://www.piriform.com/recuva There is a portable 
version, http://www.piriform.com/recuva/features/portable-version. This is the one I will use. It 
comes in two versions - 32 bit and 64. That web page gives advice on what to do.

I had three files in a folder Trial

and the Recycle bin is empty.

http://www.piriform.com/recuva
http://www.piriform.com/recuva/features/portable-version


I will now delete two of the files from Trial. This is Trial.

and this is the Recycle bin with the two files.

I will now delete them from the Recycle bin.



Run Recuva from the usb stick using the 64 bit version looking for Documents in the Recycle bin. 
This is the result

Note. The first two files are the ones I deleted. The sixth column, State, has Excellent for both and, 
in Comment, there is no evidence they have been overwritten.

To recover mark each, click the box to the left of the file. When the 
first one is marked the Recover button, bottom right, changes from 
grey. Click Recover. There is a prompt to select a location for the 
recovery. I want to recover to the usb so I select the G: drive, then 
the Recovered folder then click OK.

Then follows a message the recovery has completed. Now browse 
to, in my case, the G drive and Recovered folder.

And here they are

and now decide where you want to move them to.

NB. When I used Recuva to recover files using XP the files were styled Dcnnn eg Dc064

Before leaving Recuva click on Switch to advanced mode, top right, to see more. This shows many 
more files than the previous screen.



What files are addressed when using Documents?

They are the Microsoft Word, Excel and Power point types (both the old (.doc) and the new (.docx), 
OpenOffice/LibreOffice Writer and Calc and pdf.



Scenario 2 – recovering pictures from a camera card

My camera card has 16 pictures.

I then delete five and want to recover three of them.



I run Recuva, with Pictures option, below left. The camera card is not one of the standard options so 
I select In a specific location and browse to the camera card (drive H), below right.

The five deleted pictures have been found.



Switch to advanced mode and the five are shown as being in Excellent state.

Which three? By selecting each in turn the picture is displayed – see the screen shot above. I 
marked the three



and clicked Recover. In the Location for recovery I selected Recovered in the F drive.

The pictures can be seen in Recovered



Scenario 3, independent of the recovery in Scenario 2

I have deleted the five pictures and added two more (111).

I run Recuva again and the result is that only two are recoverable.



Scenario 4

I have formatted the camera card and the camera reports “no image” and, when the camera is 
connected to the laptop, Windows explorer shows no files (114).

I run Recuva and it cannot find any files but advises a deep scan (115)

and it took about 50 seconds with a 64MB card (116). When I did the same with a 2GB card it took 
about 25 minutes.



The first report looks very bad with no files recovered – see bottom left “Found 0 files”.

I selected Switch to advanced, top right, to get more information. It has found 15 files and all are 
marked Excellent in the State column. The file names are no longer similar to the originals.

I marked all for recovery to the Recovered folder as shown earlier.

What picture file formats are included in Pictures? From the 
screen shot, top right, jpg, png, raw and gif.


